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Abstract—The WTFast Gamers Private Network (GPN R©) is
a client/server solution designed to improve network conditions
with online games that utilize centralized game servers. Using a
GPN R©, connections between the clients personal computer and
game network are improved in terms of reduced network latency,
spikes, and jitter.

A common concern among players participating in online
games is the game’s connection stability. A key aspect of
WTFast’s GPN R© service is its greatly improved connection
consistency. This is accomplished by routing data from the client
to the game server in a more controlled manner.

To determine what kind of conditions and improvements can
be found using a GPN R©, we gathered data from thousands of
GPN R© and non-GPN R© (regular internet) connections to create
a statistical model of spike predictability, frequency, and severity
using Markov Chains. Paired with a comparison of latency,
spikes, and jitter across GPN R© / non-GPN R© lines, we provide
a statistically sound report on the efficacy of WTFast’s GPN R©

service.

I. INTRODUCTION

The key objective of our work is to understand the evolution
of network latency and its features relating to that network’s
quality of service, and to determine the efficacy of GPNs R©

compared to regular internet. To do this, we looked at thou-
sands of data points from connection records made between
source and destination servers in both GPN R© and non-GPN R©

environments. We analyzed the differences in GPN R© and non-
GPN R© connections using graphs, tables, and Markov Chain
machine learning models.

An initial analysis of emulated GPN R© connections pub-
lished in 2017 [1] showed promising evidence for the superior-
ity of GPNs R© with regard to network consistency. The results
from those experiments in controlled, simulated environments
are what led us to gather and analyze a larger data set of
network connections. In total, we gathered 100,000 records
of GPN R© connection data, and a further 30,000 records of
non-GPN R© connection data to be analyzed and compared.

A major consideration for our analysis is the context and
business use of GPNs R©. Their use in online videogames to
reduce frustration and increase competitiveness is the main
attraction to users. Consistently low latency, low spike and
jitter frequency, and low spike and jitter severity are what
users expect from a GPN R© service.

II. EXISTING WORKS

Unsurprising and sub-second reaction time is a key worry
for intuitive PC frameworks [2]. For most video games this
is an undeniable prerequisite that cutting-edge equipment has
fulfilled, regardless of the increase in those games’ demands
for more complex interactions and improved graphical quality.

A video game network is a distributed set of “apparatus
which [is] capable of exhibiting an interactive single identity
game,” as defined in a patent dated 1986 [3]. The requirements
for response time are even more stringent in this context
and in addition to inevitable network latencies, “the on-line
service’s computers themselves introduce latencies, typically
increasing as the number of active users increases” [4]. The
work completed by the previous iteration of the project [1]
consisted of a test examination of the conditions for fulfilling
this key prerequisite, particularly in low and unsurprising
reaction time for a game system aimed toward a varying
quantity of players.

The past fifteen years have seen a developing enthusiasm
for handling this issue. A few analysts like Iimura [5],
Jardine [6] and co-creators have suggested shared structures
for multiplayer online video games with the expectation of
decreasing the data transfer capacity and preparing perquisites
on servers. This has the potential of better scaling, but “opens
the game to additional cheating, since players are responsible
for distributing events and storing state”. Pellegrino et al. [7]
have then proposed a hybrid architecture called P2P with
central arbiter. The transmission capacity necessities on the
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router are lower than the server of a unified design. In the
same way as other non-utilitarian properties of online systems
(security, adaptability, unwavering quality and so on) the
decision among centralization and appropriation isn’t one that
can be offered a complete response. Ward et al. [1] focused
on a legitimately unified architecture that has capability for
consistency and versatility of the server and router execution.

Other studies [8] have contemplated similar execution issues
within the sight of versatile player hubs. Regardless of its
significance for the future, this line of focus shows it is even
less developed than the P2P approach.

Performance problems studied by [8] in the presence of
mobile player nodes reflect this. Despite its clear importance
for the future, this mobile architectures appear even less
mature than the P2P approach.

Zhou, Miller, and Bassilious [9] have made the obvious but
central observation that “Internet delay is important for FPS
games because it can determine who wins or loses a game.”
Many game mechanics are incredibly time sensitive, yet it is
the time data is processed by the server that matters, not the
time the player actually pushes the button. Our tests measure
inter-packet times as they have in their analytical model. Those
creators’ examination additionally considered the impacts of
other internet traffic. Our examination presupposes the impact
of other internet traffic as statistically distributed across the
data, and uses a large amount of data to dilute its effect.

Claypool and Claypool [10] have seen that Internet latency’s
impact is most grounded for games with a first-person point of
view and an evolving model. The project work [1] portrayed
trying different tasks with the game Minecraft which is first-
person and has changing game conditions.

Later investigations [11], [12] of first-person shooter games
have demonstrated time arrangement conduct of game traffic
and tried the model on up to eight distinct games. Such a
near report would not have enabled the project to get truly
steady load estimations, thus the decision of a solitary first-
person game [1]. The investigation of Wu, Huang and Zhang
[13] demonstrates that “the server-generated traffic has a tight
relationship with specific game design,” again affirming the
requirement for exact specifications of a given design on a
solitary game. Hariri et al. [14] go into more detail by planning
a model of the player’s action to control for traffic designs.

The implementation of a Latency Management System
(LMS) is another solution that gets implemented into game
networks. Inconsistent latency poses a concern for develop-
ers who wish to create a fair game environment where all
players can share in a similar experience. However, due to
poor network traffic conditions, how players interact with
the game and one another can be significantly hindered by
the traffic conditions of others. To compensate for this issue,
there are many different mechanisms that exist to conceal the
problems created by varied network conditions which can be
implemented depending on the needs of the developer [15].
These mechanisms take packet loss, jitter, and server delay
into account to attempt to minimize the adverse effects that
can occur. For example, shot behind cover lag which can

be encountered when a player with sufficiently poor network
condition interacts with where another player was rather than
where they currently are in relation to their own game client. In
such a case, the game acknowledges the client-side interactions
of the lagging player [16] which leads to poor experiences for
players.

One LMS solution is to group players with similar network
conditions together [17]. This allows players with stable net-
work conditions to receive an optimal experience as the affects
of latency in highly competitive environments can heavily
affect performance [18]. Another solution is the prospect of
optimizing data flow at the network level [19]. This solution
can provide positive results for slower networks but risks
stressing the unfairness between flows if network congestion is
severe. These types of solutions go beyond what was hoped to
address in their paper [1], but understanding the need for this
information is important for the growth of gaming network
solutions.

“A study of different first-person games shows that the client
traffic is characterized by an almost constant packet and data
rate” [20]. The study found that “the average inter-packet time
for client to server traffic to be 51ms for the game being
studied”. The bot system created in [1] sends its action packets
at 50ms intervals [21] in order to better observe how the
networking design affects latency.

As it was shown in [22], the “bottleneck in the server
is both game-related as well as network-related processing
(about 50%-50%)”. In [1], the examination done generally
focused on the servers’ exhibited improvement, the system
traffic investigation [23], and the execution of a custom bot for
Minecraft [21]. During this exploration, the most noteworthy
remaining task at hand for the CentOS 6.5 virtual server was
examined by using a custom-created bot for Minecraft.

A few creators talk about intelligent web based games,
particularly games that are identified as a “first person shooter
(FPS)” [11], [12] and discuss system traffic associated with
such games [9] such as system effects on the games and
reasonable traffic generators. The goal of [1] was to be able to
emulate the server traffic of up to a thousand or more players.
Latency is another test for online games as it is reported in
[10], [7], and [24] and is a significant factor of an online
gaming experience. Ward et al. [1] constructed their framework
to simulate the latency delays of a rush hour gridlock [23].

In a paper written by Jardine et al., [6] “massively multi-
player online games with a client-server architectures and peer-
to-peer game architectures” are investigated. The creators of
these architectures built a hybrid game architecture to diminish
game server data transfer capacity. In the paper written by
Iimura et al. [5], their findings included that creators even
proposed to execute a zoned organization model for the multi-
player online games attempting to lessen load on the game
servers. A US 5956485 patent [4] portrays how to interface
various remote players of online games on a conference phone
line in a way which could lessen latency for the game players.
This concept has been used and expanded upon with more
modern internet technologies.
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In the technical report from IBM [2], it was demonstrated
that “rapid system response time, ultimately reaching sub-
second values and implemented with adequate system support,
offers the promise of substantial improvements in user produc-
tivity” and it is even better to “implement sub-second system
response for their own online systems.” They also referenced
that not all online PC frameworks are adjusted. Additionally,
they isolated framework reaction time for two huge gatherings:
PC reaction time and correspondence time which are both
required for the game players client experience.

Within the medium of online gaming, there is a strong con-
tinuing trend of Free-to-Play models, of which many different
online games have millions of subscribers and hundreds of
thousands of concurrent players [25], [26], [27]. Due to the
nature of how many of these games fragment their players
for individual game sessions, a popular model discussed is
the concept of a hybrid peer-to-peer (P2P) network architec-
ture. This architecture ensures that players within reasonable
proximity and network characteristics are paired together by
a latency management system [17], [28] but also has the
connection of the players rely on a centralized server to ensure
game integrity. Within a fully P2P game environment, the
absence of a centralized server results in all crucial data comes
from the game host which has the potential risk of the host
deliberately cheating or sending malicious data [29] which can
have varying degrees of consequence for all connected players.

Hybrid P2P servers rely on a large web of edge servers [30]
that take advantage of their large regional diversity to help
minimize latency between the centralized servers and players,
and reduce excess strain.

Cloud gaming, or gaming on demand, has become another
popular alternative for creating network architectures for on-
line games. MMOs are regularly turning to cloud gaming
as a network solution as the number of concurrent players
climbs into the hundreds of thousands [25]. Cloud gaming
offers a scalable solution that handles large changes in players
while helping manage the cost of bandwidth consumption
[31]. This has become an increasingly popular medium for
online games but comes with a certain level of stigma as
the medium has been surveyed many times and customers
are wary of the drawbacks [32]. The biggest risk involved
when choosing to implement cloud gaming is that the Quality
of Experience (QoE) comes with a large set of challenges
stemming largely from challenges regarding latency [33], [34].
Competitive online games that rely on minimizing latency
and packet time often avoid cloud networks as even current
Inter-player Delay Optimization (IDO) solutions only serve
to reduce the perception of response delay from players rather
than eliminating it [35], [33]. However, cloud gaming strongly
serves certain Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) Games;
while the experiences of players in First Person Perspective
games suffer more from perceived latency issues, many other
genres do not.

III. MODEL ELEMENTS

In this section, the mathematical model elements are de-
tailed. For modeling the time series, Markov chains were
used and followed the work of Mallick-Hains-Deme [36] for
predictive monitoring.

Each time-series vertical axis is divided into a sequence of
intervals from its lowest possible value to its largest possible
value. We consider the observed time-series as a trace of a
stochastic change of vertical level such as the evolution of
a Markov chain. Following the classic textbook [37] section
10.6, we estimate the transition probabilities of this Markov
chain by the observed frequencies of state changes.

For example, if the value is a percentage we could divide
its vertical axis into 10 buckets [0%, 10%], [10%, 20%] , . . . ,
[90%, 100%]. With this setup, we can estimate the Markov
Chains time-series transition matrix, allowing us to produce
more random, but realistically similar, time-series. In our
example, the Markov Chains transition matrix M is 10 X 10
and M(I,j) and the transition probability from state I to state j
is estimated by the fraction of observed transitions M(I, ) that
have j as a destination. Such things that can be determined by
tracing one-dimensional random walks with the matrix are:

1) Computing the steady-state probability of being in each
state and estimating the distribution of states by the
frequency that they are found in the time-series

2) Drawing an initial state randomly with probability distri-
bution given by 1. Call this state X(t) = i.

3) Drawing the next state X(t + 1) with probability distri-
bution given by M(i, 1),M(i, 2), . . . ,M(i, n).

Many other things can be computed from the matrix, but
for the purpose of our initial model this will be enough. From
an observed time-series we can compute its estimated Markov
chain matrix M. From M, an infinite variety of similar time-
series can be cheaply and easily computed.

IV. MEASUREMENT DATA

Our previous research[1] analyzed and modeled game
servers and players’ time behaviour. Among the conclusions,
as confirmed by other research papers, we found that band-
width had a limited effect on gaming experience but that
latency was crucial. Our current research tasks therefore
analyze the statistical and time-series behaviour of both GPN R©

and non-GPN R© for online games. We summarize here our
initial conclusions, their relevance for massive simulations, and
possible improvements.

All data and analysis steps are replicated separately for
GPN R© and non-GPN R© networks. In this manner we can
measure the effect of using GPN R© and also measure each
type of network in detail. Our data sets are tables of tracer-
oute measurements. Each row measures the delta of latencies
involved in sending a signal to a server and getting a signal in
return. Each measurement contains the source and destination
IP addresses, a list of 1 to 25 hop deltas in milliseconds, whose
sum is the total latency the or round-trip time of the traceroute.
Table I below provides a representation of these data sets.
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TABLE I
METADATA

Records Sources Destinations Hops
GPN R© 29584 214 108 0 - 25

Non-GPN R© 234 1 66 0 - 25

We analyzed 29584 such traceroutes for GPN R© and 234
non-GPN R©. As we will see, the small size of the non-GPN R©

data set did not appear to affect the stability of the results yet
we are currently collecting massive data sets of this kind for
further confirmation. The geo-locations of all IP addresses are
available but have not been analyzed as a possible parameter to
influence latency. Our previous work has related them (through
distance) to delays in a clear manner [38] but the analysis we
are now conducting is concerned with extreme delays (spikes)
likely caused by traffic or servers, and not pure distance alone.

For GPN R© there were 214 different source IPs and 108
destination coordinates so on average only about 1.2 tracer-
outes per source-destination pair. The average number of hops
was 12. For non-GPN R©, there was only one source IP (our
lab’s address) and 66 destination coordinates which amounts
to about 3.5 traceroutes for every destination IP.

We have defined a spike as a hop delta that is “several”
times the average latency delta in its traceroute; currently we
define “several” as ten times the average delta. According to
this definition, less than 0.1% of the GPN R© traceroutes contain
spikes, which is a clear confirmation of the advantage of this
technology. By comparison, 40% of the non-GPN R© routes
contain spikes. While spikes occurring in GPN R© routes is very
rare, the severity of them is very high, with total latencies
ranging between 61 and 164 milliseconds. By comparison,
total latencies of non-GPN R© routes with spikes varies from
19 to 61 milliseconds. This phenomenon will require further
analysis, and avenues for investigation based on time-of-day,
network traffic, IP addresses, router configuration, or other
parameters of the network are available.

We then used the Markov model outlined above to analyze
the time-series behaviour of the traceroutes; we aim to cate-
gorize them regardless of whether this was from their internal
sequence of delays or external factors. We thus partitioned
delays into four “states” which consisted of very low, low,
high, or spike. From each data set’s global statistics we defined
a Markov matrix of transition probabilities; how likely it is that
the next delay will be of type j, given that the previous one
was of type i. The Markov matrix for GPN R© data reaches a
stable state at matrix power 8 as seen in Table II.

The same stable state for non-GPN R© routes is reached after
only 4 hops (matrix power 4) as seen in Table III.

TABLE II
GPN R© STABLE STATE MARKOV MATRIX

Low Medium High Spike
49.7% 48.7% 0.5% 0.9%

TABLE III
NON-GPN R© STABLE STATE MARKOV MATRIX

Low Medium High Spike
65.5% 12.4% 13.8% 8.2%

Tables II and III show that overall only 0.9% of hops will be
spikes in GPN R© tracerts, while hops on non-GPN R© tracerts
are nearly 10 times as likely at any given point to spike.

To compare those statistical distribution vectors (the fixed-
points of Markov matrices) with their parent data set, we use
them to predict which ones of the routes should contain a spike
and then classified the predictions as true or false and positive
or negative. We used 20% of data to create the matrices then
tested that prediction on the remaining 80%. It turns out that
the distribution of states is predicted by up to 0.2% for GPN R©

data and up to 4% for non-GPN R©. If we reduce the training
set of 10% of the data those errors become 0.5% and 6%
respectively. And if we train the Markov model on only 1%
of data the errors are 3.2% and 3.7% respectively.

So the global match between the Markov model and mea-
surements is very good. We consider it validated for simulation
purposes and will use it as the core of a simulation engine.

But finer predictions appear impossible from this simple
model. When trying to predict a hop’s “state” from the
previous ones, the model is mostly right but in a trivial way; it
almost always predicts a non-spike and is thus very often right
while failing to predict the rate of costly spikes themselves.

V. FUTURE MODEL COMPONENTS

Combining time-series with scaling curves allows us to ex-
trapolate the time series. Alternatively stated, for a parametric
series of time-series a linear or quadratic fit will be found;
for example, a similar time-series for b = 1, 2, 3, . . . may
be extrapolated and simulated to a larger value of b. As per
usual, the quantity of our statistical data will directly impact
the quality of this simulation.

Finally, Khmelevsky’s model [32] with signal and noise
function networks will be applied in future versions of the
model. This could lead to less naı̈ve “glass-box” models of
the network and perhaps interact intelligently with game-state
simulation.

VI. FUTURE WORK

We have gathered a fresh data set using an industry tool
from WTFast that we are now looking to analyze further.
This data set has more well-defined time-series information.
As well, we are looking to modify this tool to create a
living/continuous data collection tool that will allow for more
detailed and consistent time-series data to be analyzed. By
having more control over the source and destination, as well as
more precise control over time-stamp and inter-packet interval,
the Markov Chain analysis will have additional dimensions
available to reduce false positives.
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Our team has begun investigation into the use of other
machine learning models such as Support Vector Models, Con-
volutional Neural Networks, and Reinforcement Learning. We
are also looking into using unsupervised learning algorithms
such as K-clustering, which may provide novel insights and
classification methods we would then be able to feed back into
our supervised learning models.

Another opportunity to continue our work with latency
model testing is the inclusion of other game mediums. In the
coming few years, WTFast hopes to offer their services for
mobile, console, and cloud technologies. With these changes,
we can develop experimental environments that test how
these different network technologies are impacted by latency
and jitter improvements, and how those technologies can be
improved. While we predict that Console network conditions
will prove similar to conditions seen with games played
on personal computers, cloud-based and mobile-based game
networks prove to have their own unique differences.

VII. CONCLUSION

When analyzing the collected data as a series of hops,
each hop’s delay in milliseconds represents the time it takes
for a signal to reach a server and return a response. From
that data, comparisons can be made between GPN R© routes
and non-GPN R© routes. It was found that when comparing
the two routes, hops in the GPN R© route were less likely
to have lengthy response times defined as spikes compared
to non-GPN R© routes. This is an early but noteworthy step
in displaying the advantage of WTFast’s GPN R©. The exact
reason a hop along a route may have a significantly higher
response time compared to the usual can not be understood
by simply collecting traceroute information like this; it could
be due to a variety of factors including server configuration,
hardware, etc. While the exact server-related reason can not be
pinned to any specific cause with this method, the differences
between GPN R© and non-GPN R© routes shows that the control
that WTFast can have over their network compared to packets
being sent down regular internet routing leads to positive
results such as improved consistency.

A long-term question to investigate now is whether or not
GPN R© simulation acts more like a stock exchange graph
or more like weather prediction. The former functions in a
manner that is unpredictable beyond the near future or global
tendencies while the latter is chaotic in nature but follows a
set of general laws.
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